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This book is not intended to replace the traditional life drawing class. It cannot compete with the joy

of breaking your charcoal stick during a two minute drill while your art teacher menacingly hovers

above you. It is intended to supplement the life drawing class by proving more diverse models and

poses than you would get in a life drawing class. For example, when were you able to draw a live

jumping model? I have worked with excellent models in creating the pictures for this book. There are

over thirty different models included in this book. Dancers are well represented. There are four

ballerinas who dance with companies in major cities. Two other models specialize in modern dance.

Two have appeared in Playboy publications. One had her own spread in a recent issue of

Penthouse. Yet another is an emerging adult film star. I have chosen to include two fitness models

in this book. Their excellent musculature should be an inspiration to the aspiring artist. There are

even a figure skater and an aerialist. I trust this book will bring many hours of stimulation and

enjoyment for the aspiring artist who wishes to practice his drawing of nudes outside the class.
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I wouldn't buy this book for use in a class (the paper isn't the best (or worst) quality. Too many

hands would probably cause some ripping. The photos are just a tad bit blurry but to me that doesn't

matter at all. I will be using this book for artistic reference, there is plenty of diversity in the poses. I

believe there is another book in this series and I will be picking that one up also. Nude artistic

reference books can be quite expensive so I was happy to find this at an extremely reasonable



price.

Not bad for drawing from but the poses are a bit washed out and the book needs to be a bit bigger

Great!.. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€˜Ã‚Å’

Sorry to sound harsh here. I did buy a few of Carney's books and they all seem to vary a lot from

book to book. The quality of this one was pretty bad as not only are the photos in black and white

but grainy, almost xeroxed quality. This was not the only book with that happening and I hope she's

upgraded her standards.Additionally, there is no CONTRAST in the lights and shadows so the

figures are all basically one color of light grey. For someone who is looking for as much visual info.

as possible these might not be for you. The figures appear flat sometimes. Not much variation in

body types, all are the industry standard of beauty today, slim white dancers (of all persuasions)

with long straight hair.Lastly, many of the poses were uninspiring and cheesy. The book made me

wonder who the "audience" for these models are? Some of the poses were suggestive and flirty,

with a few pics from one of these books with the models on brass stripper poles. And just not to

seem too tawdry one pole that looked like it was made from the white painted wooden beam from

an antebellum stairway. Yay.So as a female figurative artist what am I supposed to feel or do with

these poses, as they are about my gender? I would like the author to expand her idea of who she

thinks the art students are that need these poses.

awful book very poor photos poor reproduction poor looking models and my wife could beat them all

collectively in a second!
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